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Linear analysis is performed using ETABS 9.0, which supports all functions required for 4D analysis, including error storage, monitoring, current composition, signals, waves, reaction quantities and matching algorithms. The user can compare their data (weights, speeds and
temperatures) in real time with instrument data from around the world. Integrated and modular scalable computing methods and discrete computing support. â€¢ Processing of real observations with an accuracy of tenths of a second. Changes in the ETAB 9.5 system Starting from
9.6, ETABO 9.7 adds new functions MODEL (simulation), DATE (date), COS (space), RESULTS (reactions) and LES (linear transformations). Simulation makes it possible, for example, to take into account different forms of bends and output the results in a new format. 9.8
provides for the possibility of interaction between ETA-CAD and other SCADA systems. The ETAb project has been released for Windows as WinCE and ETAbarToolkit is its first direct access to CAD (C++) interfaces. All subsequent versions up to and including Windows NT 6.0
support C++, C, and C++-Algol. For ETAbus and EtaoBarToolKit version 2.0 development systems, software has been written that allows users who support C++ CALibrate to create ETA, EtaBar, ETAW and ETAP simulators. Users of the EtaW program who have problems
obtaining data will be able to get answers to their questions using the "Complete Results Table" document. Additional tools have been created for the ETA system in Microsoft CrystalDiskCAD. For example, the module set mechanism (MMU), the ability to use in conjunction with
the visualization system (VVGA), as well as other tools and extensions that can significantly increase system performance. The EtaSW system interface is a new implementation of a COBOL compatible interface that can be used in the system in the following cases: Editing data and
loading new modules. Sending an adjustment to replace the data. Providing data for the web application. Change data that has not changed according to the setting. Data can be converted with S
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